ARTICLES

SELL YOUR BUDGET preparing the budget is only half the battle, the other half is selling it to club officials/By Jerry Claussen

PRO SHOP BUDGETING: A PLAN OF ATTACK think of the budget as a yardstick by which you measure your financial progress/By Patrick D. Williams

MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT: WHEN IS REPLACEMENT A MUST? there is a point at which a piece of maintenance equipment is no longer economical to operate. here are some authoritative guidelines for judging when to propose replacement in your budget/By P. Robert Scagnetti

PUTTING THE DAMPER ON WINTER INJURY water is the key to preventing winter desiccation, but how to retain it over the cold dry period is the problem. here are programs tailored to individual course conditions/By Dr. James B. Beard

HOURS METERS CAN PAY OFF superintendents might consider adding hour meters to their list of equipment purchases. they can avoid the twin concerns of wasteful overservicing and damaging underservicing/By Dr. James B. Beard

FOOD PRICES: WHAT'S AHEAD IN '73? club managers will find it harder than ever to keep food costs down and dining members from complaining/By William Loomis

THINK TENNIS IN '73 this year budget planners might do well to listen to the ever increasing calls of game, set and match in addition to the more familiar cries of fore/By Douglas Lutz

THE VALUABLE ART OF LABEL READING superintendents may not be getting the most from their chemical dollars, simply because they are not reading the product labels properly/By John T. Waddington

SPECIAL PRO SECTION

10 WINNING MERCHANDISING IDEAS golfdom's "buy it at the pro shop" contest uncovered some unique and imaginative merchandising programs and ideas to help the professional get members' support for his pro shop
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SWINGING AROUND GOLF/By Herb Grafis

GRAU'S ANSWERS TO TURF QUESTIONS/By Fred V. Grau

TURFGRASS RESEARCH REVIEW/By Dr. James B. Beard

THE PROFESSIONAL APPROACH/By Patrick D. Williams